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cancer therapeutics

Our ambition 

We want to give cancer 
patients access to 
effective medicines, 
available off-the-shelf, 
anywhere in the world. 



Company Profile

We are in the middle of a true revolution in cancer research, where conventional treatment options such
as surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy are now strengthened by an innovative approach: cancer
immunotherapy. Based on the concept of involving cells and molecules of the immune system to treat
cancer patients, a myriad of exciting clinical strategies come within reach.

The plans of Frame to explore the recent advances in fast DNA sequencing of tumors, and identifying
neoantigens to create personalized vaccines is a promising approach. A multitude of companies has
recognized the value personalized vaccination, but Frame has found a nice in focusing on frame-shift
mutations. These are foreign to the body, and potentially highly immunogenic. The specific innovation
of Frame is to focus on frame shift mutations, which are most likely among the strongest antigens and -
as they found – are often shared between individual patients, so that vaccines can be provided off-the
shelf. The combination of the power of cancer immunology and the power of modern DNA research is a
new niche in oncology.



From DNA sequencing to personalized medicine

1977
Sanger method 
for DNA 
sequencing

1982
First cancer 
causing mutation 
identified

2001
First complete draft 
of the human 
genome available

2008
First whole 
cancer genome 
sequenced

2018
Sequence
of 100,000+ genomes of 
cancer patients

2019
Human tumor DNA 
routinely sequenced 
within 2 weeks
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2021 ?
Personalized 
cancer vaccines 
available off-the-
shelf to cancer 
patients anywhere



All tumor cells and all mutation 
patterns are different. With the 
exception of some Ras and Raf
mutations, there are really no 
shared mutations.

Each tumor sequence 
contains a wealth of 
information



Pancreas cancer: survival from moment of diagnosis

Von Off et al. N Engl J Med. 2013 Oct 31;369(18):1691-703.

No time 
to lose.



Neoantigens in cancer



Triggering T cell response improves cancer survival

Robert et al., NEJM 2015



Peptide vaccine for neoantigen



Our solution

Personalized cancer vaccines based 
on frame shift mutations.

Frames



Frames are entirely new antigens

DNA sequence from Plasterk et al. PNAS. 1983 Sep;80(17):5355-8.



Frames are entirely new antigens

neoantigen frame

DNA sequence from Plasterk et al. PNAS. 1983 Sep;80(17):5355-8.



Frames are common in cancer patients 

Based on: The Cancer Genome Atlas







No shared mutations but yet shared antigens

While practically all frame shift mutations, like other 
mutations are unique, the gene products resulting from 

frame shifts are often shared in cancers.

This is because:

They slip into the 
same frame (only two 

options: +1 and -1).

They are strong 
loss of function 

mutations.

Many genes contribute 
to tumorigenesis 

due to loss of function.



Patients covered by number of vaccines
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Number of Frames in library

200 vaccines: 30% of all patients covered

10% 6 vaccines: 10% of all patients covered



How it works

www.frametherapeutics.com

Here you can insert the tumor 

mutation report supplied by 

your DNA sequencing centre. S U B M I T

***** ***** ***** ***** *****

S U B M I T

Your tumor contains the following Frames: 

ORDER A MATCHING VACCINE NOW

For more information on order ing vaccines,  cl ick here.



Koster and Plasterk, 2019



Meet the team

Ronald Plasterk
Founder & CEO
Genome Scientist 

Dinko Valerio
Cofounder & Advisor
Entrepreneur

Bob Löwenberg
Cofounder & Advisor
Professor Medical Oncology

Wigard Kloosterman
CSO
Genomics & bioinformatics
expert

Lex Eggermont
Scientific Advisor
Professor of Oncological 
Surgery

Erdem Yavuz
CFO
Seasoned biotech startup 
& financing professional

Stephanie de Rooij
Communications
Marketing & 
communication 
specialist



Advisors

Laura van ‘t Veer

Professor of Laboratory 
Medicine 
UCSF

Gabriella Camboni
Clinical trial and 
regulatory specialist
CEO of BiovelocITA

Andrew Geall

Consultant 
Vaccines and RNA 
RNA Consultant 

Prof. Jolanda de Vries

Professor Immunology 
Radboud University UMC

Jan Koster

Group leader 
Bioinformetics
AMC

Jos Jonkers

Group leader mouse trials
NKI

Sjoerd van der Burg

Professor Immunotherapy
LUMC



Frames
Personalized cancer vaccines 

available off-the-shelf
to cancer patients anywhere.

Clear opportunity. Innovative approach. Solid business case.



You can be 
part of it.

join@frametherapeutics.com



Executive Summary

Frame Cancer Therapeutics is a Dutch start-up with the mission to develop effective vaccines against cancer, 
based on frameshift mutations. Driven by the ambition to provide a therapeutic effect for up to 30% of all 
cancers, Frame aims to alter the status quo of cancer treatment. The balanced team consists of top 
researchers and successful biotech entrepreneurs with a stellar track record including the CEO of Crucell
($3Bn exit to J&J), and ProQR (2014 IPO on Nasdaq). 

The clinical use of so-called checkpoint inhibitors, which activate the immune system, has shown great effects 
for treatment of advanced melanoma, more than doubling the survival. Yet, a large group of cancer patients 
does not benefit from this treatment alone; the next step will be to combine this general activation of the 
immune system with tumor-specific vaccination.

The solution that Frame Cancer Therapeutics has developed, is a ground-breaking strategy for anti-cancer 
vaccination based on off-the-shelf yet personalized cancer vaccines derived from frame-shift mutations. 
Frame Therapeutics has discovered FRAMES, a source of shared neoantigens induced by frame-shift 
mutations with unique therapeutic potential. Competing cancer vaccination strategies are based on sets of 
point mutations unique for each tumor, requiring costly individualized vaccine products. Frame Therapeutics 
is the first company entirely focusing on the development of cancer vaccines based on frames, offering 
completely novel off-the-shelf personalised cancer vaccines. This approach brings economics of scale and 
efficiencies ranging from manufacturing costs, to reducing ‘time to treatment’ from months to days, critical to 
patient health.




